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Creating the Next Pillar of
Therapy for Cancer Patients

IV-Administered
Synthetic vRNA
Immunotherapy:



LEVERAGING RNA MEDICINES TO IMPROVE OUTCOMES FOR CANCER PATIENTS 

With the expedient, successful development of two messenger RNA (mRNA)-based COVID-19 vaccines, RNA 
medicines have taken center stage. Even before the introduction of these vaccines, patients with rare diseases 
were already benefiting from RNA-based medicines such as ONPATTRO® (patisiran) and SPINRAZA® 
(nusinersen). In total, ten RNA-based vaccines and therapeutics have gained approval in the United States 
since 2013. Concomitant to these promising developments, the industry is increasing its efforts to extend the 
promise of RNA-based therapeutics to cancer patients (Table 1).

Table 1. Select RNA-based candidates for cancer 

Route of 
RNA admin. Target(s)/Payload(s) Program lnnovator(s) Phase 

Tumor-associated antigens (personalized) i Ne ST (BNT122/R0? 198457) BioNTech/Genentech 2 
IV 

Shared TAA & neoantigens FixVac (BNT111-BNT115) BioNTech 1 

Tumor-associated antigens (personalized) mRNA-4157 
IM 

M oderna/M erck 2 

KRAS mutants mRNA-5671 M oderna/M erck 1 

mRNA OX40L mRNA-2416 Moderna 1 /2 

iTu 
mRNA-2752 Moderna 1 OX40L, IL-23 & IL-36 γ 

mRNA-2905/MEDl1191 Moderna/AZ 1 

IL-12sc, IL-1 Ssushi, I FNα & GM-CSF BNT131 /SAR441000 BioNTech/Sanofi 1 

ID Six NSCLC antigens CV9202/BI 1361849 CureVac/BI 1 /2 

KRAS mutant KRAS G12D MD Anderson 1 
IV 

HIF-2α ARO-HIF2 Arrowhead 1 
RNAi 

iTu 
KRAS mutant siG12D-LODER Silenseed 2 

T GF-B & Cox-2 ST P705 Sirnaomics 1 /2 

aptamer IV CXCL12 NOX- A12 NOXXON 2 

saRNA IV CCAAT enhancer binding protein MTL- CEBPA MiNA 1 

noncoding ssRNA iTu Activation of TLR7/TLR8/RIG-I CV8102 CureVac 1 

CVA21 (modified) ONCR-021 Oncorus Pre-IND 
vRNA IV 

SVV (modified) ONCR-788 Oncorus Pre-IND 

RNA-based therapeutics generally leverage cellular machinery to cause in situ protein production (up-regulation) 
or gene silencing (down-regulation) via mRNA or RNA interference (RNAi}, respectively. Many mRNA-related 
strategies in development for cancer are designed to stimulate antitumor immunity via either intramuscularly 
(IM) administered vaccines (i.e., mRNA coding for antigens such as KRAS mutants) or intratumorally (iTu) adminis
tered therapeutics (i.e., mRNA coding for cytokines and costimulatory molecules such as IL-12). However, these 
approaches, which rely on either ectopic T cell priming or local T cell activation, have yet to demonstrate the 
ability to create strong enough immune stimulation to enable the systemic activity needed to improve outcomes 
for patients with metastatic disease. Intravenous (IV) administration has the potential to overcome this challenge 
and enable the treatment of not only extensive metastatic disease but also difficult-to-reach tumors such as 
those of the lung. 
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ONCORUS SYNTHETIC vRNA IMMUNOTHERAPY CL INICAL CANDIDATES 

Key attributes to enhance potential for success 

In designing our synthetic vRNA clinical candidates, we have considered multiple "must have" attributes unique to 
this type of immuno-oncology (1/0) therapy: 

1. Known oncolytic activity and tropism for tumors where significant unmet medical need remains,

such as those of the lung

2. Well tolerated in humans when administered as live viruses, in addition to an acceptable therapeutic

window after IV administration of the synthetic RNA virus in nonclinical safety species

3. Genomes small enough to fit inside of LNPs (<15 kbs)

4. Efficacy in preclinical models and in patients is not abrogated by neutralizing antibodies against the

virus, enabling successful repeat administration

5. Suitable LNP formulation properties for efficient delivery to tumors (e.g., small size, negatively

charged and high encapsulation efficiency)

Our lead synthetic vRNA immunotherapy programs, ONCR-021 and ONCR-788, which are based on CVA21 and SW, 
respectively, were nominated in May 2021 for clinical development. Both meet the criteria described above. The 
preclinical data we have generated to date for these candidates show that viral spread within tumors causes the 
release of cytokines and chemokines and contributes to the recruitment and activation of T cells and tumor phagocyt
ic macrophages. This activity creates a microenvironment inside of the tumor conducive to the development of 
potent antitumor immune responses and lays the foundation for enhancement of immune checkpoint inhibitor 
therapies. We believe that, combined, these capabilities will enable our synthetic product candidates to eliminate 
cancer cells efficiently and effectively throughout the body, while limiting exposure to normal tissues. 

ONCR-021: SYNTHETIC VRNA IMMUNOTHERAPY ENCODING AN OPTIMIZED 

STRAIN O F  C VA21 

ONCR-021 is based on a picornavirus that is in the same viral class as Merck's CVA21 product candidate V937, or 
CAVATAK®. ONCR-021 has notable differences from CAVATAK that are designed to endow it with differentiated 
efficacy: (1) ONCR-021 is an RNA medicine that has at its core a synthetic virus developed by the Oncorus team; (2) 
we have based the candidate on a strain of CVA21 that has greater activity than CAVATAK, and (3) the CVA21 vRNA 
genome is encapsulated within a proprietary LNP also developed by Oncorus. 

From a CMC standpoint, the Oncorus team has introduced numerous innovations to enable a synthetic virus candi
date to be brought to the clinic for human trials. We have optimized the plasmid template for in vitro translation of 
the 7.4 kb CVA21 RNA genome and subsequent maturation and high-yield purification of the vRNA. Furthermore, in 
preclinical models ONCR-021 was well tolerated after IV administration with little or no evidence of CVA21 in normal 
tissues, and ONCR-021 caused a live viral infection in tumors that, in turn, suppressed tumor growth in multiple 
mouse tumor models (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Synthetic CVA21 showed potent and durable anti-tumor 
activity when dosed IV in an SK-MEL-28 tumor model (Q7Dx2 n=7 per 

group); p<.0.0001 vs. PBS; arrows indicate IV doses on days 1 and 8. 

Oncorus plans to file an investigational new drug 
(IND) application for ONCR-021 in the first half of 
2023 to enable clinical development for non-small 
cell lung cancer and other cancers such as heptaoc
ellular carcinoma, clear cell renal carcinoma and 
melanoma, both as a single agent and in combina
tion with immune checkpoint inhibitors. 

ONCR-788: SYNTHETIC vRNA 

IMMUNOTHERAPY ENCODING A 

MODIFIED VERSION OF SVV 

ONCR-788 is based on SW, which is also a member of 
the picornaviridae family. Like ONCR-021, we 
optimized the vRNA for ONCR-788 for manufacturing, 
efficient viral kick-off, replication and potent in vitro 
and in vivo oncolysis. Our lead formulation yielded a 
similar high-quality LNP which, upon IV delivery, 
demonstrated not only antitumor activity in 
subcutaneous tumor models but also a substantial 
survival benefit in small cell lung cancer cells 
orthotopically implanted in the lung of a mouse. In an 

immune-competent tumor model, ONCR-788 was also efficacious and enhanced the antitumor activity of a PD-1 
antibody. Viral replication was not detected in normal mouse tissues. Lastly, the Oncorus team completed 
proof-of-principle experiments in mice in which SW neutralizing antisera did not alter the activity of the synthetic 
vRNA/LNP-based version of SW while it abrogated tumor growth inhibition by IV-administration of live, wildtype SW. 
Based on these data, following the IND filing for ONCR-021, Oncorus plans to file an IND ONCR-788 to enable its 
development in small cell lung cancer, neuroendocrine prostate and other neuroendocrine cancers, both as a single 
agent and in combination with immune checkpoint inhibitors and other cancer treatments. 

IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING TO ENABLE RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF OUR 

SYNTHETIC vRNA IMMUNOTHERAPY CLINICAL CANDIDATES 

Establishing a robust clinical supply chain is critical to the successful development of any drug candidate. As one key 
example, Moderna recognized the importance of enabling in-house manufacturing of its clinical-stage mRNA 
vaccines and therapeutics from its early days, culminating in the completion of its comprehensive Norwood, Mass. 
manufacturing facility in mid-2018. The coupling of in-house process development and GMP manufacturing was likely 
a significant contributing factor in ultimately allowing Moderna to accelerate the development of its COVID-19 
vaccine for clinical testing in early February 2020. 

Such an internal infrastructure can help potentially avoid and overcome the challenges that new development 
programs may face. It also provides the operational flexibility needed to proceed more rapidly than many external 
supply solutions, in addition to augmenting control over supply chains. The need for such capabilities and capacity 
have been even more pronounced in the age of COVID-19, where we have witnessed stress on clinical supply chains 
in unprecedented ways (Gottipolu and Pharma's Alliance). Lastly, co-localization enables process development 
improvements to be more rapidly incorporated into Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP) manufacturing campaigns. 

The Oncorus Manufacturing Team, in close collaboration with our Research Team, developed a proprietary, in-house 
LNP formulation that will be used for ONCR-021, ONCR-788 and future programs emanating from our Synthetic 
vRNA lmmunotherapy Platform. These clinical candidates will be manufactured in our in-house GMP manufacturing 
facility in Andover. Mass. (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Oncorus' manufacturing facility in Andover, MA. This facility is 88,000 square feet overall, 41,000 of which is for 

GMP manufacturing. 

We plan to initiate process development activities at the facility in the second half of 2021 and anticipate this 
facility will be operational for GMP manufacturing in the first half of 2023. 

ENABLING THE NEXT PILLAR OF 1/0 THERAPY WITH IV-ADMINISTERED 

SYNTHETIC vRNA IMMUNOTHERAPIES 

1/0 has been redefining how we treat many cancers. However, despite this progress, cancer remains the second 
leading cause of death in the United States, not far behind heart disease, and most patients still do not respond to 
today's immunotherapies. The human immune system can adapt rapidly to ever-evolving tumors and, thus, continues 
to hold the potential to be a powerful ally in the fight against cancer. Yet, there are still limited options in our anti
cancer toolbox today for directly rallying the immune system in this cause. Given viruses' known ability to stimulate 
multiple arms of the immune system, we believe the successful administration of IV-administered synthetic vRNA 
immunotherapies holds unique promise to usher in the next frontier in 1/0 and transform cancer care, and outcomes, 
for many more patients. We are highly encouraged by the preclinical data supporting the nomination of our first 
IV-administered synthetic vRNA immunotherapy product candidates, ONCR-021 and ONCR-788. We eagerly look 
forward to seeing how these data translate into the clinic as we work toward achieving our mission to realize the full 
potential of viral immunotherapy for cancer patients.

T heodore (Ted) Ashburn, M.D., Ph.D. (President and CEO) and Christophe Oueva, Ph.D. (CSO) lead Oncorus, Inc.
(Nasdaq: ONCR), a company focused on realizing the potential of viral immunotherapies. Previously they were 
head of oncology development at Modema, Inc. and CSO of iTeos T herapeutics, Inc. respectively. We thank 
Stephanie Duncanson, Ph.D., Alanna Murday, Ph.D., Travis D'Cruz, Ph.D., and Liz Melone for assistance in writing 
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